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The Experts
Dr. Andy Kaufman of Native Pathfinders Institute, Inc. is an Assistant
Professor and Landscape Specialist at the University of Hawai‘i at Mānoa
in the Department of Tropical Plant and Soil Sciences. He teaches undergrad and graduate level courses in Landscape design, installation and
maintenance; Landscape Architecture history and theory; and PeoplePlant Interactions.
Heidi LeianuenueBornhorst is a certified arborist and has a master’s degree in horticulture. She owns and manages HawaiiScapes, which specializes in master planning botanical garden collections and sustainable landscape design. She also authored the book “Growing Native Hawaiian
Plants: A How-to Guide for the Gardener.” She graciously allowed us to
include excerpts from her book in this educational handout.

‘ĀKIA

Scientific Name: Wikstroemia uva-ursi
Family: Thymelaeaceae
Botanical or Ethnobotanical Interest: In ancient times, the
berries of the ‘ākia were used to make lei (garlands), which early foreign
visitors mistook from the distance as being made of gem stones. The root
and stem bark were crushed, mixed with palu (chum) and then scattered in
tide pools to stun fish to make them easy to catch. ‘Ākia bark was also used
to make rough cordage.

Description: Twelve species of ‘ākia are endemic to Hawai‘i. The plant
creates a small sprawling ground cover, and may be found growing in windy
coastal locations, on dry ridges, and other dry, open habitats from 10 to
1,400 feet on O‘ahu and other main Hawaiian Islands. It has oval waxy
green leaves arranged in an overlapping pattern. Flowers are small, fourparted and yellowish green, and they usually bloom in clusters. Flowers
(which have a light fragrance) are followed by orange-red berries. ‘Ākia
grows to heights of 1 to 3 feet, but mainly spreads laterally. Some old plants
grow up to 10 feet in diameter.

Horticultural/Landscape Use: ‘Ākia is a good ground cover or low
shrub. It flowers irregularly throughout the year. ‘Ākia is very drought and
wind tolerant once established. It is a great plant for water-saving xeriscape
gardens.

K ULU ‘ I

Scientific Name: Achyranthes Splendens
Family: Amaranthaceae
Botanical or Ethnobotanical Interest: Kulu‘i is an endangered endemic
plant that grows from sea level to 100 feet in open, dry areas on rocky soil or
coralline plains. Because the wood crackles when it burns, Native Hawaiians
used kulu‘i to make ‘ōahi (fireworks) shows for the chiefs. Dried branches of
the kulu‘i were carried up to sea-cliff heights, set on fire and tossed from the
cliff to the ocean below. The wind currents would lift the firebrands,
creating an aerial display. The flower spikes and leaves were used in lei
making.

Description: Kulu‘i can be used as a shrub or small tree ranging in
height from 2 to 6 feet. The overall shape of the kulu‘i varies because the
stems can grow upright or more horizontal with upward sweeping ends. The
mature leaves are oval. Younger leaves are narrower. The flower spikes are
thin and silvery, 1-1/4 to 10 inches long.

Horticultural/Landscape Use:

Kulu‘i is salt tolerant and will grow
well in arid, rocky areas. It requires maximum sunshine, well-drained soils
and very little water once established. It can be used as an ornamental
background planting or informal hedge.

NĀ‘U

Scientific Name:
Family:

Gardenia brighamii

Rubiaceae

Botanical or Ethnobotanical Interest: The Nā‘u is endemic to
Hawai‘i’s dry forest slopes on all the main islands except Kaua‘i, but is today
extremely rare in the wild. Wood from the Nā‘u tree was used in making anvils for
beating kapa (bark cloth). Called the Hawaiian jasmine by some, the fragrant flowers
were used to scent kapa moena (bark cloth bedding), and twined into cherished lei
(garlands). The bark was also used to make dye for coloring kapa sheets.

Description: The Nā‘u is one of many Native Hawaiian plants

on the federal
list of endangered species. This small tree grows up to 20 feet tall in the wild, but is
shorter in cultivation. The leaves are glossy green, 1 to 4 inches long and about half
as wide. The solitary white flowers occur at the ends of the branches and have a
fragrance similar to the common gardenia. The flowers open in the late afternoon
and last about a day.

Horticultural/Landscape Use: This plant looks great as a hedge (if
enough are available) or as a stand alone specimen. Full sun will help the Nā‘u grow
faster, stay bushy and flower the most. Daily watering is fine if you have well-drained
soil; if not, wait until the surrounding soil dries. Once the plant is established, water
once every two to four days or as needed.

What Should Be Planted?
•

Healthy Plants
-Inspect & protect!

•

Vital keys to keeping plants healthy...
-Roots & shoots (canopy)
-Water
-Sun, cold, heat, wind
-Right plant, Right place

Excerpt from “Growing Native Hawaiian Plants”
Reprinted with permission from the author
Put most native Hawaiian plants in a sunny location, in soil that is well drained. Make the planting
hole twice as wide as the root ball or present pot, and as deep. If the soil is claylike and drains slowly,
mix in some coarse red or black cinder, perlite, or coarse compost. Place some slow-release fertilizer in the bottom of the hole. Carefully remove the plant from the container and put it in the hole. The top of the medium
should be at the same level as the top of the hole. If it sits too high or too low, make the hole deeper or shallower so the plant is at the right depth. Water thoroughly after you transplant.

NATIVES AS POTTED PLANTS
Many people don’t have land to work; fortunately, many natives grow well in pots, especially shrubs and
ground covers and plants from coastal or dry regions. Many ferns do well in pots and are suitable for more
shady areas.
The larger the better, as far as pots for long-term growing are concerned. Get a big ceramic or clay decorative pot that adds to your décor and fill it with native plants for some unique landscaping.
Remember that you must water plants in pots more often than the same plants in the ground because
their roots can’t spread out the way field-planted plants can. Even if the plant is drought tolerant or less thirsty
and “never” needs water, you need to water it when it’s planted in a pot.
If you’re growing potted plants on a lanai, take the amount of light into account. Some lanais don’t get
much sunlight; others have baking, later-afternoon sun. You need to grow the types of plants that will thrive in
the light your lanai gets.
You can set up an automatic irrigation system even on a lanai. This might be handy when you go on
vacation if you don’t have a reliable “plant sitter.”

NATIVES AS HOUSE PLANTS
Shade-loving native plants have potential in the home, office, and hotel lobby as well as in other interiorscapes.
Some people—notably Senji of Pat’s Island Delights and Jeff Preble of Pisces Pacifica, as well as Rick Barboza
_
and Matt Kapaliku Schirman of Hui Ku Maoili Ola Nursery in Waimanalo—have been testing some such as
_
papala. I tested this in my office as well, and it thrived and was very interesting to visitors to the Honolulu Botanical Garden.

The Planting Hole
•

Should you add or not add amendments?
-Best not to greatly modify or amend the soil
-Mix, Mix, Mix, Mix if you add...

•

Drainage… Plants don’t like wet feet!

•

Spread roots as possible

•

Use native soil to backfill

•

Keep roots moist during planting process

Excerpt from “Growing Native Hawaiian Plants”
Reprinted with permission from the author
Transplanting seems hard, even scary, to many people. But it is easy once you know how to do it, especially if you set up properly. I like to think of it as a small factory:
1. Use pots that are one size bigger than the potted plant is in.
2. Get potting medium ready.
A good permanent potting medium is a half-and-half mixture of peat moss and perlite. If the plant is
from a dry or coastal area, add chunks of cinder or extra perlite. If the plant is from the wet forest, add more
peat moss or compost. Be aware that certain plants react severely to acidity, and add peat moss only with the
understanding that it is very acidic.
If the plant is eventually to be planted in the ground, make a mix of equal parts peat moss, perlite, and
soil. The soil should come from the area where the plant is to be planted. Slow-release fertilizer can be mixed
into the potting medium, at rates according to directions on the fertilizer label.
3. Once you have pots, potting medium, fertilizer, and watering can in hand, you area ready to start repotting. The most important rule is to keep the plant stem at the same depth as it was in the original pot.
Another important rule is to avoid putting the plant in too large a pot. If the pot is too large for the
roots of the plant, the plant may not be able to take up all the water in the soil and the roots may “drown” and
rot.
Mix your potting medium and add some slow-release fertilizer. Pre-wet the medium to keep the dust
down and to lessen the shock to the plant. Put some medium in the bottom of the new pot. Measure for correct
depth in the new pot while the plant is still in its old pot. Make sure that there is from 1/2 to 2 inches from the
top of the pot so that the plant can get adequate water. Make sure that the stem is the same depth in the medium as it was before. Try to stand the plant upright, and center the stem in the middle of the pot.
Water the plant thoroughly as soon after transplanting as possible. This is why a filled watering can is a
good thing to have on hand. You can water as soon as you repot each plant. A commercially available vitamin
B1 transplanting solution can help to lessen transplant shock. I always use this when transplanting rare plants,
or if many roots were broken during transplanting.
Keep the plant in the same type of environment as it was before, for example, sun or shade. If many
roots are broken, trim off some of the leaves to compensate for the loss of roots.

Where To Plant Trees?
•

THINK MATURE SIZE

•

Consider...

•

Where NOT to Plant Trees:
-Power lines

-Planting area

-Sewers

-Rate of growth

-Desired solar access

-Thinning/pruning

-Property lines

-Replacement schedules

-Blocking views

-Life expectancy

-Under street lights/Building eaves

Excerpt from “Growing Native Hawaiian Plants”
Reprinted with permission from the author

BASIC LANDSCAPE MAINTENANCE
Landscape maintenance of native Hawaiian plants requires something you probably already have lots of: common sense. Observe your plants and try to determine what they need. We have so many different kinds of soil
in Hawai‘i that a hard-and-fast rule for watering, soil amending, or mulching is not available. Look at your
plants and feel the soil to see if you need to water.
Find out where and how native plants grow in the wild. Go hiking and see where plants grow. Consult
experts in the field and use Hawaiian reference books. Observe the plants in botanical and private gardens and
see how they are grown there. Ask the gardeners how they grow their plants. Try to duplicate the wild or best
cultivated conditions for the plants you choose to grow. Although we like to try to grow everything in Hawai‘i,
it is best to select plants suited to our environment. If you live near the beach and it is hot and dry, coastal and
dry forest plants will grow best for you. If you live in a cool, moist, shady area, grow plants from moist and rain
forest habitats.
We can still “have it all” though, if we insist. Plants from the lowlands can often be grown well in
moister, mauka settings. Just be sure to protect the dryland plants from too much rain, select a full-sun site for
them, and make sure the soil drains well.
It is not easy to grow plants from upland or rain forest areas in lowland hot gardens. You can select the
most sheltered and shady corner of your garden, add lots of rich organic matter to the soil, and water frequently.
Some commonsense ideas apply to most plants: Don’t hit the trunk or base of a plant with a lawnmower or weed trimmer. No plant thrives after getting its bark stripped off.
Make sure the soil drains well. Do the “hose test”: apply water with a hose or bucket and see how fast it
soaks down into the soil; if it seems to pool there and not drain in a minute or two, you probably need to improve the drainage. Incorporate coarse rock, cinder or compost; mound the soil up, break it up with tools or
with organic fertilizers and compost.
If the soil seems too coarse and sandy, you may have to add organics to improve its fertility and waterholding capacity.

Planting a Tree/Shrub
•

Select area

•

Select “the right” tree/shrub

•

Dig hole twice as wide and as deep as existing rootball

•

Prepare root and shoots

•

Put tree in ground & backfill

•

Water to settle soil and remove air pockets

•

Mulch to maintain constant soil temperature, reduce water loss and prevent weeds

•

Stake if needed to protect, anchor and support
-If plant can’t stand by itself
-Wind is a problem
-Remove after one growing season

Caring for Roots & Shoots
•

REMOVE THE FOLLOWING:
-Dead

-Kinked

-Diseased

-Girdling

-Broken

-Circling roots

-Twisted

Excerpt from “Growing Native Hawaiian Plants”
Reprinted with permission from the author

PRUNING
Pruning is an important horticultural technique. You can shape and
siz your plants and direct their growth, and by pruning in a careful and
studied way, you can get cuttings to grow new plants for yourself or
for your family and friends.
To prune ground covers, shrubs, and vines, use a sharp pair of
clean clippers (sterilize them with a flame or rubbing alcohol before
cutting a new plant so you won’t spread plant diseases).
The basic rule of pruning is to stuffy the plant before you do
any cutting. Cutting is easy, but its effect on the plant may be radical,
so take your time and step back and look every so often. Above where
each leaf attaches to the stem (the internode) there is a bud. This bud
has the potential to grow into a new stem or branch. To control direction, pick a bud facing the way you want the plant to grow and cut off
the stem above it. The new bud will grow in that direction.
Pruning of trees and woody shrubs requires a sharp hand saw,
loppers, or even a chain saw. All these should be used with caution, for
your own safety and that of the plant.
The rules of pruning that many of us grew up learning have
changed. From doing “autopsies” on failed trees, we have discovered
that some of the old methods are harmful. No longer do we make
flush cuts, use pruning paint, or top trees if they get too big.
If a tree is too big, we cut it back to the next branch, never just whack it off in the middle of the branch.
We look at the natural growth and form of the tree and prune it accordingly.
Every tree has a branch collar. We find this and use it to decide where to make the cut. The branch collar is where healing, partitioning cells are formed. We make the cut out from and parallel to the collar so the
tree can close off the wound from the cut.

